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himself—what did he care ? A room at his club near Fleur
—he would be just as happy, perhaps happier ! And sud-
denly he found that he had reached a way out of his disturb-
ance and anxiety. By imagining the far-fetched, by facing
the loss of his wealth, he had exorcised the demon. The
book, ' The Sobbing Turtle,' of which he had not read one
word, dropped from his hand ; he slept. . . .
His meeting with ' Old Mont' took place at c Snooks'
directly after lunch. The tape in the hall, at which he
glanced on going in, recorded a further heavy drop in the
mark. Just as he thought : The thing was getting valueless !
Sitting there, sipping coffee, the baronet looked to Soames
almost offensively spry. Two to one he had realised
nothing ! * Well! ' thought Soames, ' as old Uncle Jolyon
used to say, I shall astonish his weak nerves !'
And without preamble he began.
u How are you, Mont ? This mark's valueless. You
realise we've lost the P.P.R.S. about a quarter of a million
by that precious foreign policy of Elderson's. I'm not sure
an action won't lie against us for taking unjustifiable risk.
But what I've come to see you about is this." He retailed
the interview with the clerk, Butterfield, watching the
eyebrows of his listener, and finished with the words :
" What do you say ? "
Sir Lawrence, whose foot was jerking his whole body,
fixed his monocle.
" Hallucination, my dear Forsyte ! I've known Elderson
all my life. We were at Winchester together."
Again !    Again !    Oh !   Lord !    Soames said slowly :
" You can't tell from that. A man who was at Marl-
borough with me ran away with his mess fund and his
colonel's wife, and made a fortune in Chili out of canned
tomatoes. The point is this : If the young man's story's
true, we're in the hands of a bad hat. It won't do, Mont.

